1. August Minutes Approval - Approved

2. SRO
   a. Elementary SRO Sherri Howard is doing awesome.
   b. Scott Ball at MHS will retire in January 2022 and be replaced by Officer Andy Bobb

3. Traffic Updates
   a. Reviewing traffic again at Mulberry dismissal with MTPD on Tuesday.
   b. Jeff Wright with Miami Township has opened up discussions with ODOT again on a potential light at Eagles Way and SR131. A traffic study will soon be completed. Where things go will depend on that study. Also, construction on the intersection of SR131 and Wolfpen is slated to begin soon. Turning left from Eastbound SR131 to Northbound Wolfpen will only be allowed on a green arrow.

4. Transportation-
   a. Currently up to 65 routes. Two special needs routes were added. One to Wildey two days a week. Another for Seipelt and Pattison that will also do Scarlet Oaks and HS overflow.
   b. Bus stops will be presented at next week’s board meeting for yearly approval.
   c. Will be working on developing the RFP over the next month.
   d. Count week is in October, and this will give a number of ridership percentages in the district.

5. Also discussed -
   a. MHS - rekey project. The report is nearing completion, and will be followed up on at the next meeting.
   b. Scoreboard for soccer field, and turf options were discussed for ongoing review.